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FROM THE EDITORS
What can I add to the summary contained in
From the Editors in our last number? I can start
by summarizing major, fundamental advances in
knowledge which have occurred since plate
tectonics in mainstream geology cut off the
steady development of classical geology in
the1960s and 70s.
These include:
- The oceans are underlain by a Precambrian
basement.
- The world system of lineaments is found
throughout the oceans and the continents.
Substantial areas of the present oceans were land
or shallow sea until after the mid-Cretaceous
since when much deepening has continued into
the present.
- The oceans and continents as we see them
today begin to appear only from the beginning
of the Jurassic when a major structural change
was accompanied by foundering and basaltic
magmatic activity. This was particularly strong
in the Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous (up
to the mid-upper Albian). The Triassic-Jurassic
boundary is marked by a strong change in biota
which reflected the very strong environmental
changes.
- From the mid-Cretaceous, the present AlpineHimalayan and the circum-Pacific mountain
systems developed accompanying an increase in
the earth’s relief, the deepening of the oceans
and the increased uplift in the land.
- The deep earthquakes are associated with
lineaments which can be traced deep into the
mantle. (Continues to the next page)
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